The Detroit Land Bank Authority launched its improved Nuisance Abatement Program (NAP) in the Spring of 2014. Since its revival, NAP has made strides in reaching its ultimate goal: Combating blight in order to rebuild dilapidated neighborhoods for the general health, safety, and welfare of the community.

- The DLBA works with District Managers to identify areas for our Nuisance Abatement Program;
- In addition to information from the DMs, DLBA uses vacancy data to strategically target neighborhoods;
- The DLBA district attorney also canvas their districts to update the vacancy data to ensure that the maps reflect the actual state of the neighborhoods;
- DLBA posters houses in identified area.

**Nuisance Abatement Contacts**

- To report a house for the NAP program, please contact your District Manager
- To report illegal drug activity please call (313) 224-DOPE.
- To reach the Detroit Land Bank Authority Legal Department call (313) 502-5280.